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2. Lecture:   
Cooling techniques for charged particles

1. What is cooling?
2. Why cooling? 
3. Cooling techniques

- Buffer gas cooling
- Resistive cooling
- Laser Cooling 
- Electron cooling



What is cooling?
Cooling = enhancement of the phase space density of a beam

i.e. simultaneous reduction of size and angular divergence
(transverse momentum), i.e. reduction of its emittance

Violating Liouville’s theorem:
“For a given energy (velocity) the emittance ε [mm x mrad], the
product of size and angular divergence (= transverse momentum)
must be constant if there are only conservative forces.”

diver-
gence p

size x size x

A = π ε
= const.!

diver-
gence p

Solution: “cooling” possible if external interaction will be applied.
e.g. with electrons (electron cooling), atoms (buffer gas

cooling) or with lasers (laser cooling)



Why cooling?

increase of luminosity 
effective use 

easy manipulation
q/m-separation

extended observation  time
accumulation & bunching

increase of luminosity
small amplitudes

q/m-separation
emittance improvement

Doppler width reduction
Doppler effect elimination

ACCURACY
SENSITIVITY
EFFICIENCY

Examples:
experiments with rare species (radioactive isotopes, HCI, antiprotons, anti-H, .... )
ultra- high accuracy (mass, g-factor, α, time standard, gravitational force, ....)
extreme low temperatures (Bose-Einstein condensation ....)
single-particle detection and observation (trace analysis, Ba+, W74+ ....)
“free” particles (EDM, PV, anapole moment, search for non V-A interaction, .....)
accelerator device (accumulator, charge breeder, isomer separation, buncher, ....)



Principle of cooling

Cooling Cooling techniques

Manipulation of ion motion

Dissipation of energy

Escape of hottest particles

Laser 
trap

Stor. 
ring

Ion 
trap

Type of cooling
applied to

laser cooling

buffer gas cooling

electron cooling

stochastic cooling

evaporative cooling

sympathetic cooling

resistive cooling



Buffer gas cooling in 2- and 3-dimensional Paul traps

RF

2D 3D



Reminder: Excitation of radial ion motions
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Conversion of radial motions



Sideband Cooling / Buffer Gas Cooling

Ion motion in the presence of cooling

– Damping of the modified cyclotron motion
leads to a decreased cyclotron radius r+

– Damping of the magnetron motion
leads to an increased magnetron radius r–

– Coupling of the motions by azimuthal
quadrupolar excitation
⇒ radii of both motions decrease

exponentially

⇒ Mass-selective cooling

G. Savard et al., Phys. Lett. A 158, 247-252 (1991).



Reminder: Landau levels of an ion in a Penning trap

with buffer gas

with additional 
RF at ωc

magnetron motion 
is unstable !



Resistive cooling in a cylindrical Penning trap

7 mm

dEion/dt = Pcool = -I2R

R = QωzL

    τcool

L
U = I R

induced  image currents:
kinetic energy of trapped ions is 
dissipated in tuned circuit (T = 4 K)B

End cap

Compensation
electrode

Ring electrode

Compensation
electrode

End cap

Resistive Cooling 
of 12C5+ to 4 K

νz = 350 kHz

C R



Laser cooling



Laser cooling

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
206 (1975) 637



Principle of laser cooling

Absorption of photons from a 
laser beam: Energy and 
momentum must be conserved.

(1)

Absorption of photons: 
Momentum transfer in a defined 
direction (directed momentum 
transfer). 

(2)

No defined direction for the 
spontaneous emission (isotropic 
re-emission): Momentum transer 
cancels out over many absorption-
emission-cycles.

(3)



Magneto-optical-trap MOT
Six counterpropagating laser beams (with 
frequencies smaller than the atomic 
resonance frequency) are cooling the 
atoms.

A superposition with a quadrupolar 
magnetic field at the crossing point of the 
laser beams yields a space dependent 
force. 

Atoms can be cooled and stored at the 
center of the trap. 

Some numbers:

max 2
ka
m

Γ
= ⋅
h

max. acceleration: e.g. 87Rb:

2
max 100000a m s= min 10T K≈ µ

min. temperature:



Physics Nobel Prize 1997 for laser cooling

Steve Chu Claude Cohen-Tannoudji Bill Phillips



Electron 
cooler

Gas-target

Quadrupole-
triplet

Septum-
magnet

Dipole magnet

Fast kicker
magnet

RF-Accelerating
cavity

Hexapole-
magnets

From the FRS

Extraction

To the SIS

Quadrupole-
dublet

Schottky pick-ups

Electron cooling in storage rings

0 10m

Electron
cooler

Interaction with „mono“-energetic
electron beam:
-->  Coulomb-collisions
-->  Temp. compensation:  Tion = Te
-->  Cooling:  δvion = δve * sqrt(me/mion)

momentum exchange by 
Coulomb collisions



View inside the ESR cave



Layout of the SIS electron cooler at GSI

electron gun gun solenoid collector solenoid
electron collector expansion solenoid sputter ion pumps
central drift tube toroid
clearing electrodes cooling solenoid

ionsions

Long cooling times
(order of s) needed!

Ions interact 106 1/s with a collinear beam of cold electrons.

Properties of the cold ions: momentum spread   ∆p/p = 10-4 – 10-5

diameter  d = 2 mm



The SIS electron cooler at GSI


